Assign Four New Men to Lawrence College Faculty

Fill Vacancies in Religion, Chemistry, Art, Geology Departments

Dr. Herbert L. Davis, who was appointed Tuesday afternoon to the post of dean of religion of the new Lawrence faculty to fill the vacancies created by the resignations of Professors Robert F. Wakefield and E. H. G. DeWitt, announced that faculty appointments will be made totaling seven men, four of whom are now members of the Lawrence faculty. The number of faculty members at the college is sixty.

Miss Bradshaw in Fifth of Series of Faculty Recitals

For her program on the fifth of the 1934-1936 Lawrence Conservatory faculty recitals, Miss Bradshaw chose two Chopin sonatas. The recital was Wednesday evening at the conservatory.

The first of the sonatas, in B-flat minor, is one of the most recognizable ever written, and the second though less well-known, is very effective. Both sonatas contain a grandiose theme and a melody that is strongly accompanied with this is the grace and regularity of the recital. Although less intellectually well-known than the B-flat, it is regular both in its simplicity and in its easy listening quality. True to its style, it has been published for operatic and dramatic purposes.

URGES OBJECTIVES

At the annual meeting of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, held at Chicago last Friday afternoon, Dr. R. W. M. Wriston told for a differentiation of function among colleges and a redefinition of objectives to the away with the easy exploitation of educational facilities and the confusion of educational aims. This, he claimed, must be accomplished by co-operatively through such agencies as the following.

"Every school cannot perform every function of the educational enterprise. Higher education requires a greater concentration of effort, and it is this concentrated effort that should be the goal of all colleges and universities. It is the concentrated effort that is the educational goal." This, he said, must be recognized by all colleges and universities and the educational goals must be defined and defined carefully. Through this careful definition, the colleges and universities can achieve the greatest efficiency of education and the greatest success in the educational enterprise.

Applications for Paper Due Today

To meet the demands of the conference the adoption of a policy for the approval of educational and curricular requirements, adequate support of educational aims, and a system of financial aid, the American Association for the Advancement of Science has approved the application of for the day. The new method is to be employed by the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and the method is to be employed by the American Association for the Advancement of Science. The method is to be employed by the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

The Board of Control will fill the two positions on Tuesday, May 18th, and the meeting will be held in Mr. Watte's office at 4 p.m.
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Arrange Banquet for Retiring Professors

Volkert Elected Sunset President

Davis, Weber, Gilman
Named to Other Offices

As part of the Business at the last Thursday evening business meeting, Sunset Club elected Eric Volkert as president for the coming year. Mr. Volkert, who has taken prominent parts in many of the club's plays, is past vice-president. He succeeds John Schenck as president.

Bill Davis, who has been very active in providing entertainment work for the club, is the new vice-president. Margaret Weber, recently elected to Sunset Club, was chosen secretary to succeed Elspeth Steiner. Joe Gillman, the club's new representative at large, is succeeded as treasurer by Nathaniel Phillips. Other changes were made for the Sunset Banquet and Party to be held May 22. The Club members will be divided into five committees and each committee will present an original play. Joe Gillman, general chairman of the banquet, is assisted by Janet White, Alice Ruge, Polly Stuewe, and Eric Volkert. The banquet will be held in an Appleton hotel.

Troupers for the Radio Plays were also held at the Thursday evening meeting. Mr. Beck's one-act play, "The Old Fool," will be presented. The Radio Troupers will present "The Cripple of Inishmaan," May 11, 12, and 13 at Madison College, and Lawrence Sunset Club members will participate in both.

According to the new president, Sunset Club will have larger programs of entertainment next year. A permanent police will be followed in programs and ample opportunity for acting and play production work will be afforded all club members.

Here's Our 28th Anniversary Gift
TO THE STUDENTS
Hot Fudge Sundae
With
FRESHLY ROASTED
PECANS
15¢
PRESENT THIS AD
All Day Friday

WATCH FOR OUR SPECIAL
10c Sundae
A Different One Every Day!
Bernie Cummins Has Player of No Mean Talent

Unofficial news men was pretty interested in the Phi Tau Cum­
minus orchestra at the Cinderella event in tonight's season, for which he had
been a big success. The president of the club, Joe Elliott, was there,
and a person at the event was interested to see what he had to
say about the Phi Tau boys.
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newcomer, and the singer had a
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Editorial Group Faces Uncertain Future Position

Council Holds Last Meeting Under Present Regime Today

BY KARL SAGER

Brain and blackboard, Editorial Groups, and Editorial Councils have their say, and today is the day when it holds in store for the present Lawrenceon not up, perhaps, in the face of a competent adviser, it must remain true that the present regime is definitely known, however, that at 4:30 this afternoon, at the Post-Crescent building, the Editorial Council will hold its last meeting under the present regime.

The last day, as was announced last fall, was never recognized by the present administration, but it gave itself as an unoffical advisory group for the editor. Under this unofficial status it could report to the board of control, but its existence was inevitable, if their existence was still further broadened.

The system is supposed to be the original one only slightly broadened, but the powers of the present Editorial Council are far greater than those of the original. The present Council has the power to select a Daily, who must be approved by a majority of the students, in the interest of fair representation.

The principle of individual participation of the student in the decision has resulted in a great increase in the number of students who are interested in the daily. A majority of the student body now has been added to this list, and the other members of the council are now the leaders of their respective departments.

Other work as no promotion has now been done and the council's position is not going to be advanced any further, and until the appointment, however, no promotion will be made and the council will remain as a closed body.

Campus Clubs

Modern Poetry Discussed

"Modern poetry is so nearly as much as was the 'penny' for a penny," was the view of the music students in the Brown and Black Reading Room following the meeting of the Poetry Club. The discussion centered on the most popular centers for poetry written in modern language, and the preference for modern poetry were given a great deal of attention.

The Poetry Club met in the Brown and Black Reading Room on Wednesday evening, and a discussion of the modern poetry was held. Among the members of the club who spoke were: Miss Peel, Miss Anderson, Miss Wilson, and Mr. Smith.

The group discussed "Modern poetry" and included the works of Robert Frost, Walt Whitman, and Edgar Allan Poe.

Fairmont Company Visited by Class

In their study of the dairy industry and utilization of dairy products, Miss Smith's bacteriology students had the opportunity to visit the Fairmont Dairy, located in the city of Lawrence. The tour was conducted by Mr. Fairmont, who gave a detailed explanation of the methods used in the production of dairy products.

Students tour Fairmont Dairy as part of the dairy industry study course.

The fairmont Dairy is a large dairy plant that produces a variety of dairy products. The tour was conducted by Mr. Fairmont, who explained the methods used in the production of dairy products.

H. S. Students, Teachers Guests of Conservatory

135 People Enjoyed at First Annual Guest Day

Lawrence Conservatory, in observing its first annual guest day program, Saturday, entertained 135 guests who attended the performance. The program included 21 music presentations and 140 paintings and drawings by Lawrence high school students representing the schools of Kansas City.

The program was held in the conservatory auditorium, and was conducted by Dr. Carl V. Weidman, director of the conservatory.

Arranged Display on Occupations

Library Presents Display of Descriptive Material on Occupations

The library has arranged a display of descriptive material on occupations, which will be of interest to students and others.

The display includes pamphlets, brochures, and other publications on various occupations.

Unemployed Should Attempt to Improve

Unemployed person should never give up hope. Instead, the first step one should take is to improve himself. By doing so he can improve his chances of finding a job. The following are some suggestions for improving oneself:

1. Take courses in a field where you have interest.
2. Get involved in volunteer work.
3. Work on personal development, such as exercise and nutrition.
4. Network with others in your field.
5. Seek out opportunities for advancement.

M. R. Dreysell, Head Stylist

DREYSSELL'S BEAUTY SHOP
Second Floor, Irving Tower Bldg.
PHONE 4129

You have your choice of...

Black and White Eel — Wing Tip
Brown and White Eel — Wing Tip
All White Eel — Wing Tip
All White Eel — White Tip
All White Eel — White Tip
All White Eel — Perforated Vamp
All White Eel — Grey Buck

$1.95 $3.95 and up
HOISERY FOR MEN

THE STORE
WE REPAIR SHOES

The New Sports Shop For Men — Are Here

The New Tennis Ball Required Should It to You

The DUNLOP Tennis Ball

If you need 39c ea. $3.15

VALLEY SPORTING GOODS COMPANY
211 North Appleton Street Phone 2442
The Lawrence Track Team is inexperienced but persistent.

An incipient but promising Lawrence track squad will open the season tomorrow evening at 6:30 when it will be the host to the Whiting field squad, Saturday afternoon at 1:30 p.m. The Pioneers come here with a well balanced team built around six veteran performers.

In the pole vault, Carroll will be represented by Don Nelson, first team, and Jim Burtner, a new entry. The Vikings will enter in Clinton. Gen. use experience.

Lawrence will be represented in the discus and shot put by Ben Podolske; the Vikings have him as a member.

On the 110 meter hurdles, Monegan will have Cy Winchell, Jim Reeves, in the half-mile and mile; the Vikings are represented by Carroll.

These men are expected to count for Carroll.

The annual tennis tournament will begin on Monday with the men's and women's singles. The tournament will continue through Thursday with the women's doubles, men's doubles, and the mixed doubles. The tournament is open to all students and faculty members of the College. The winners will be announced on Friday.

The tournament will be held on the new tennis court and will be open to all members of the College community.

The tournament will feature double matches and individual competitions. The schedule will include a final round of matches on Saturday, with the winners of each match receiving medals.

The tournament is sponsored by the College, and all matches will be held on the College campus. The tournament will take place from Wednesday, September 26, to Sunday, September 30.
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The students of the University have obtained free time at any time of the day.

Don't be hasty.

Ben Round

The truth is that the author of but chocolate toBecause quick is the best path to his Cottage.

On Saturday last, heavily burdened.

Jane Frye

Ben Round

SECRETS OF A SUCCESSFUL DEBUTANTE

At the moment in which a young lady first meets her elders, the young lady should come in a modest, yet not too modest, fashion.

Jane Frye

ATHLETIC SCHEDULE

April 30—Lawrence-Du Page Tennis Meet, here.

May 2—Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament for women.

April 30—May 2—Intercollegiate Softball Schedule begins.

May 15—Intercollegiate Golf Tournament for men.

May 12—Lawrence-Beloit Dual Track Meet, here.

May 12—Lawrence-Du Page Golf Meet, here.

May 15—Intercollegiate Golf Tournament for men.

May 15—Intercollegiate Swimming Tournament men.

May 19—Mid-West Conference Track Meet at Carroll College.

May 19—Mid-West Conference Golf Meet at Carroll College.

May 19—Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament for women.

May 17—Mid-West Conference Track Meet at Carroll College.

May 17—Intercollegiate Golf Meet at Carroll College.

May 17—Intercollegiate Tennis Meet at Carroll College.

May 19—Intercollegiate Golf Meet at Carroll College.

May 19—Intercollegiate Golf Meet at Carroll College.

Friday, April 27, 1934

Dr. Wriston, A Cappella Choir,

Laval, Masoch Program

President Wriston, the Lawrence A Cappella Choir, and Laval Masoch combined in producing a particularly enjoyable Chapel program Wednesday.

The organ prelude, "In Spring Time," was followed by "Bless, Lord God, Hail Holy Jesus," by the Choir. Then the sermon was delivered in the Responsive Reading. After the Anthems and an anthem, "The Peace of God," by the choir, President Wriston made a brief address based on verses from the fourteenth chapter of the Gospel of John.
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With Byrd at the South Pole

Expedition leader Admiral Byrd feels that the scientific work on his new Antarctic station will be almost as rewarding for his men as the last effort to reach the South Pole. The members of his party are now working day and night to complete the building of the station and to get it ready for the winter. Admiral Byrd himself returned to New York just last night, when he arrived on the cruiser Mount Vernon. The Mount Vernon brought two new members of the party, Dr. Hans Kolb of Vienna, Austria, and Mr. Eduard Hahmann. Mr. Hahmann is a Norwegian seaman and a former member of the Shackleton expedition. He will be in charge of the station's navigation and radio work. Dr. Kolb, a medical doctor, will be in charge of the hospital and research laboratory.

Flemish Tapestries of Sixteenth Century Featured in Art Exhibit

The most recent addition to the art collection at the University of Wisconsin is a set of Flemish tapestries of the sixteenth century. The tapestries, which were purchased by the university for $25,000, were made in the Gobelin factory. They depict scenes from the Bible, including the story of Esther and King Ahab. The tapestries are in excellent condition and are on permanent loan from the National Academy of Sciences.

U. W. Department Begins Search for Learning Prodigies

The University of Wisconsin will begin a search for learning prodigies this fall. The search will be conducted by the department of psychology, and will be open to all students who have shown exceptional ability in any field of study. The purpose of the search is to identify and assist exceptional students who may not have had the opportunity to develop their abilities fully.

We carry a complete line of

COSMETICS

BELLING'S DRUG STORE

About PHOENIX

The ORIGINAL

EV-R-UP Socks

NOW — A White Shoe that Beta White.

White washable shoe. Non-slip, cool and a distinctively SMART KNOB SHOE.

FRIENDLY $6

NOW — A White Shoe that Betas White.

White washable shoe. Non-slip, cool and a distinctively SMART KNOB SHOE.
From College Presses

PHI BETA KAPPA

Dr. Edward Elery, president of Union College, attacked the system and principle of Phi Beta Kappa before the disinterested and sober-minded audience of the society, and arouned a storm of collegiate comment. The award of Phi Beta Kappa is an unfair statistic says Dr. Elery, and the organization does nothing to justify its continued existence outside of serving as a mark of that unfair recognition.

Prof. Philip O. Fox, dean of Wisconsin's colleges, states that Phi Beta Kappa can abandon as a system that is based upon present interest, and suggests that the basis of the award is purely arbitrary. That is, in good faith, and it means nothing, and is of no value.

The Phi Beta Kappa system is announced as a method of determination upon the present interest, and incapable of intelligent and unbiaseable intelligence of interest, and is in bad faith.
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